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      A clearly-written guide for those embarking on teaching in the FE sector.




  
          Mrs Dorothy Braidwood




              


    
      



 


 
      A well written book on training an education. This would be very useful for instructors and lecturers or specially for those who are going through the professional training of PGCE programme. This is a very good mix of theory and practical aspects. I did not adopt it as the focus of this book is not higher education.




  
          Dr Shohail Choudhury




              


    
      



 


 
      Essential reading to accompany delivery  of CET programmes,




  
          Mrs katie wilden




              


    
      



 


 
      Clear and concise guidance and information. Well laid out as I have come to expect from this Author




  
          Mr Robert Scott Morton




              


    
      



 


 
      This text is very easy to read and gives useful examples and activities for the learners to apply in their on context. Appropriate for using as a reference point  in many assignments on the PGCE course also.




  
          Mrs Louise Frances  Dixon




              


    
      



 


 
      not right for course




  
          Mrs toni teresa Haines




              


    
      



 


 
      No longer running the Certificate in Education and Training Programme. Due to lack of interest over a 2 year period.




  
          Mr Geoffrey Hughes




              


    
      



 


 
      Clear and well laid out for the Certificate route. Accessible for students and logical structure




  
          Ms Samantha Eason




              


    
      



 


 
      Again, it provides the overview of the course as you would expect but I think it is lacking anything new, or dynamic.  Learners need to feel engaged not a page by page turner for the Units or maybe I am fed up with seeing the same old material!!




  
          Miss Isabelle King




              


    
      



 


 
      As yet we have not had any students who are studying on the Certificate course.




  
          Ms Su Illingworth




              


    
      



 


 
      This book is laid out in a logical way and easy to follow. It covers all the mandatory units required and develops the readers practical teaching  in a wide variety of contexts. A must buy for anyone studying this subject.




  
          Mr John Andrews




              


    
      



 


 
      As always Ann Gravells has produced reading to encompass the full range of teacher training qualifications and this book is recommended as a resource to enable the foundation learning to be explored.




  
          Mrs Patricia Allison




              


    
      



 


 
      As has come to be expected from this range of books, good clear presentation, plenty of referenced reading points and websites for further development. Bite sized chunks of learning and great supplement to the course.




  
          Mrs Jill Gilby




              


    
      



 


 
      Good structure

Links to units well

Clear and to the point




  
          Mrs Theresa Rowland




              


    
      



 


 
      I recommend this book; it is broken down in easily digestible sections. A useful book for learners during the course and to refer to as a reference book at a later date.




  
          Mrs Tracey Leupi




              


    
      



 


 
      I recommend this book; it is broken down into easily digestible segments. Useful for during the course and to refer to as a reference book at a later date.




  
          Mrs Tracey Leupi




              


    
      



 


 
      An ideal companion book for those students studying their PGCE. It covers all essential areas for consideration is an easy to use format. The text contains very useful referencing and areas to obtain further reading on the particular chapter. 

A highly useful handbook for all students.




  
          Mr Andrew Faulkner




              


    
      



 


 
      very helpful reference book for the learners to read and use when completing their assignments which references to further reading.




  
          Mr Brendon Pettit




              


    
      



 


 
      see last comment




  
          Mrs Jacqui Edwards




              


    
      



 


 
      An excellent book for the L3 course and the text of choice for all our L3 learners




  
          Ms Kate Greenslate
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